
REC ROOM REIMAGINED In a Fair Haven, N.J., attic playroom, designer Kati Curtis steered clear of primary colors: ‘Too
stimulating and expected,’ she said of them, opting for jewel tones instead. SCOTT FRANCES/OTTO
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The Open-Floor-Plan
Backlash: How Family
Members Are Escaping Each
Other
As Americans tire of the forced togetherness of great rooms
and open-plan homes, they’re sneaking off to renovated attics
or basements—chic takes on the 1960s rec room—to save
their sanity
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IN THE 1960s and ’70s, long before helicoptering emerged as a parenting style,

adults had far less interest in looming over their children, frequently urging them to

go play outside or downstairs. The netherworld to which these parents pointed was

usually a recreation room or finished basement, clad insipidly in wood-veneer

paneling and linoleum. Furnishings typically included a saggy sofa, a scratched

ping-pong table and a built-in bar never used for mixing drinks; instead, the kids

commandeered it as a make-believe store or a stage for puppet shows. Not even

Dad’s novelty naked-lady martini stirrers lured him down once the children moved

in. And the closest Mom got was to stand at the top of stairs and yell, “Supper’s

ready! Wash your hands!”

Perhaps these ratty rec rooms weren’t worthy of House Beautiful, but the stints of

physical distance they offered parents and offspring arguably benefited both in

ways today’s airy cathedral-ceiling’d great rooms can’t.

These days, people are taking another look at developing basements or attics as

getaway bonus spaces to ensure family peace. As the idea of the open-plan home—

the combination kitchen, living and dining room that’s long dominated residential

layouts—has aged, it’s revealed its flaws. When parents are relentlessly texting

children all day and then corralling the whole family into a single living space all

night, there’s no escaping each other, and nerves can fray. Aesthetic frustrations

foment, too. “People no longer want the 60-inch flat-screen TV as the focal point of

their open-floor-plan homes,” New York designer Tina Ramchandani said.

Designer Phillip Thomas, a fellow New Yorker, noted, “While [the open plan] was

successful in allowing multiple generations to congregate, it also led to

consolidated visual chaos.”

Today’s recreation rooms differ from the slapped-together retreats of the past, said

designer Jessie Carrier of New York’s Carrier and Company. The decorating of the
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spaces is much more considered. “Keeping them closer in style and quality to the

[home’s] overall décor makes the house feel bigger,” he said.

Even the language of rec rooms has changed. Designers and real-estate agents

speak of “lower levels” and “bonus spaces,” code for using every nook and cranny

when square footage is precious.

Designers Fearins|Welch and CWB Architects carried the character of a Brooklyn
brownstone below ground. PHOTO: RACHAEL STOLLAR



In a home in Boerum Hill, Brooklyn, for example (left), New York interior

designers Fearins | Welch and CWB Architects maintained the brownstone’s

character in a basement hangout room for teenage boys. They minimally decorated

around existing bones, even showcasing the arch of a defunct fireplace. The

original brick and wood ceilings were painted white: “Cheap and cheerful, but

effective and impactful,” said CWB principal Brendan Coburn. Instead of spooky

cellar steps, open stairs with walnut treads and black powder-coated balusters lead

down to a brown, black and white room. It’s urbane but kept dog- and dirt-friendly

with nylon Flor carpet tiles in Mod Cow, an IKEA sofa and ample pillows.

San Francisco’s Nicole Hollis similarly kept a game room in sync with the rest of a

Tiburon, Calif., house she designed. A simple palette of white, gray, blue and

brown holds a pool table as well as the family’s series of Robert Rauschenberg

prints.

The oppressive communality of the open plan has fueled the backlash, as has

constant connectedness. Jen Altman, a child family psychologist of 17 years, sees

the pendulum beginning to swing away from helicopter parenting. These days, she

hears parents howl versions of “I just need 10 minutes to myself.”

“I’ve always thought that aloneness and separation are as vital to development as

attachment and connection,” said Dr. Altman, who practices in Ho-Ho-Kus, N.J. Of

course, just how big a wall or how much separation depends on the age of the

children. Only a fool would leave an oral-staging 2-year-old alone in a room with

luscious little Legos.

While judging a recent Royal Institute of British Architects contest, London

architect Mary Duggan used the term “broken plan” to describe spaces in which

designers use elements such as open-shelf storage or three-quarter-height walls to

section off areas in a larger space, a compromise for the family that wants to be

together but not excessively so. Mr. Carrier said he added barn doors to modify an

open-plan area so that on one side adults could entertain while on the other children

could watch TV and play music or videogames. Ms. Ramchandani has used pocket

doors, pivoting glass and even curtains to designate space for personal activities.



Sometimes, only a separate space will do. One Manhattan couple found a modified

craftsman-style home in Fair Haven, N.J., that included unused space over the

garage. Warmed by the thought of not constantly tripping over their 2- and 4-year-

old children’s toys, they asked New York interior designer Kati Curtis to develop it

as a bonus room (top image). The family and Ms. Curtis steered clear of playroom

clichés, however. She has a “pet peeve about using primary colors in kids’ spaces,”

she said, finding them “too stimulating and expected.”

Instead, she chose jewel tones—turquoise, coral, amethyst and jade—and even a

touch of black for the furnishings and floor. The rainbow of colors in the carpet

tiles from Flor form a gaily irregular pattern. Lest the parfait-hued junior Panton

chairs from Vitra arrayed around a Modernseed activity table look too chic, she

added lumpiness: slouchy turquoise and purple Fatboy Junior beanbag chairs.



Supporting Mr. Carrier’s observation that the rec room has been “gentrified

dramatically” is the Tribeca loft (above) that Manhattan-based Ghislaine Viñas and

architect Steven Kratchman created for a couple who like to entertain without their

four young children underfoot. “If you have tall ceilings, double up!” she said—

and did. Above a room that includes a Murphy bed for guests, an office nook for

Mom, room to romp for the kids and a TV area, she tucked an enclosed loft,

accessible by ladder, that’s lined with indoor-outdoor carpeting; its walls feature

eight peek-a-boo holes through which little hands and feet can wave at anyone

below.

As playful as the room is, sleekness bridges its style with the rest of the home’s.

“For a very clean architectural effect, we used simple white custom built-ins

throughout the apartment so each room flows into the other effortlessly.” Splashes

of turquoise, fresh but not juvenile, save the room from sterility.

Hard-wearing staples of traditional recreation rooms get an elevating treatment in

these new iterations. Linoleum remains as indestructible, inexpensive and

eminently cleanable as it was 50 years ago, but in a basement tricked out for

grandchildren in a Bellport, N.Y., home, Mr. Thomas avoided predictable

checkerboard or striped patterns and created a cascade of colors. Instead of the

’70s-era sofa with shot springs? White faux fur bean bags from Pottery Barn Teen.

Parents who surrender the main living area to the children can split off into their

man caves or the more novel “lady’s dens” to decompress. Over the past five years,

Los Angeles-based Natasha Baradaran has designed a number of woman-only

spaces, including one for herself. It all began, she explained, when she was

designing her family’s house. “Everyone had an opinion,” she said, “and I decided

that as someone who is very busy with life, I needed a sanctuary for myself

surrounded by the things and colors that I love.” These included a neon sign that

says, “do what you love” and an abundance of the color coral (a shade her husband

won’t envy).

A Tribeca, N.Y., bonus room by Ghislaine Viñas and architect Steven Kratchman is sleek but
built for fun. PHOTO: ERIC LAIGNEL
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Los Angeles designer Karen Vidal’s intentions were pure when she converted her

family’s detached garage, the Southern California equivalent of a cellar, into a

family cabana and playroom for the kids. But over time, it has become what her

family lovingly calls “the mom cave.”

“It’s hard to get away from the open plan because of the way we live,” she said.

“It’s the space where everyone congregates—meals are prepared, kids do their

homework.” But she found herself seeking respite in the detached room—“sort of

an at-home getaway,” she said. Though bright bands of colored paint ring the walls,

“the space never reads ‘playroom,’” she said, thanks to a floor of black rocks and

shells, and a muted Oriental rug. After Ms. Vidal moved in her beloved midcentury

Heywood Wakefield vanity, her design books and mementos made the space hers.

“It’s a bit of separation from being on top of one another,” she said of the room. “It

helps me focus.”

Bonus Space Savers
Six expert decorating tips to help you make the most of your domestic sanctuary

In a ranch in Red Lodge, Mont., reclaimed white-oak beams lend loftiness to an above-the-
garage space by Boseman’s Miller-Roodell Architects and Chancey Interior Design, based in
Tampa, Fla. PHOTO: NIKOLAS KOENIG/OTTO



New York lighting-design expert Nathan Orsman cautioned that no one wants to

enter an auxiliary space that’s drab or dim. If ceilings are low, be especially

mindful and use indirect bounced light, said Ray Chung, design director at the

Johnson Studio at Cooper Carry in New York. “Typical downlights mounted in the

ceiling can look harsh,” he added. “And forget about using the tube fluorescent

lamps that were everywhere in the 1970s.”

EMBRACE THE DUSK

f a room has immutably poor light, some designers, such as Dallas‘s Michelle

Nussbaumer suggest you “make it dark and moody.” New York designer Jean Liu

created a bunk- and playroom with walls covered in black-painted shiplap

(horizontal board often used for constructing sheds and barns), which actually

made the space appear larger. “The end result was a meaningful and cozy space for

kids and adults alike,” she said.

DON’T DUMP

Think about these spaces as part of the holistic vision of the home, said New York

designer Stephanie Goto. Don’t use leftover furnishings or materials.

BE MEASURED

Light fixtures, rugs and furniture can take up more space than you anticipate, said

Carolyn Rebuffel Flannery of Workroom C, an Emeryville, Calif., design firm. She

suggests laying out the furniture and rug plan using newspaper and delineating wall

layouts with painters’ tape.

MAKE LEMONADE

Don’t be discouraged by odd spaces. Bobbi Jo Engelby, a Charleston, S.C.,

designer, recommended making use of the low slanted ceilings prevalent in attics,

for example, by incorporating storage and built-in seating.

FINISH STRONG

“It’s the updated finishes that make bonus rooms modern,” said Denver designer

Andrea Schumacher. Wood adds warmth; leather cleans up easily. Metallics are

excellent in a basement or limited-light environment because they bounce light

around the space.




